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 It was first publicly released on Microsoft's MSDN site, followed by a post on Windows blog on 31 May 2012. All releases of
the Windows 8 preview prior to this build numbered over 1000 and used the codename Windows Blue, with only the Windows
8.1 Update 1 and 10th Anniversary Update officially released, and Windows 8.1 Update 2 under development. Release notes
Release notes of the build were provided by Microsoft. The release notes for the build labeled as RTM contain these notes:

Windows 8.1 Preview (build 8400) The Windows 8.1 Preview builds will be available for both 32-bit and 64-bit Windows 8
devices. This preview build is based on Windows 8.1 RTM (RTM stands for Release to Manufacturing). It also includes all the
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major improvements in Windows 8.1. The best experiences with Windows 8.1 will start to show up in the coming weeks and
months. Windows 8.1 Preview provides new ways to personalize the desktop, including the ability to pin programs and links to a
tile on the Start Screen and desktop. Improvements in the Windows Store will further personalize the apps you download from

the Store and access the apps you’ve already downloaded from the Store. New options in Settings will make the Store more
secure by offering more privacy options. Share your screen with a new video conferencing app. You can now share your

desktop in File Explorer with SkyDrive or Dropbox. Improvements to the new Xbox app for Windows 8, including new Xbox
features on Windows Phone and Xbox 360. Xbox Music improvements, including a redesigned Xbox Music app and better
integration of Windows 8 apps. Speed improvements and more in Windows Search. Windows 8.1 Preview will continue to

receive quality updates as new features and improvements are added. Windows 8.1 is available as a free update to Windows 8
customers. Features On 12 February 2012, Microsoft revealed that Windows 8.1 would be available in a Release Preview build

(8100) that was released to MSDN on 31 May 2012. Windows 8.1 Release Preview (Build 8400) will be followed by the official
Release Preview build (build 8500) on 13 June 2012, which will be released to MSDN. All versions of Windows 8.1 after build

8400 will be labelled as 'Windows 8.1 RTM'. They will not be available for Windows 8.1 Update 1, which is still in
development. 82157476af
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